Chapter 9

I²C BUS FOR PERIPHERAL CHIP ACCESS

9.1 OVERVIEW

The I²C (Inter-IC) bus, developed by Philips Semiconductors, provides a two-wire bidirectional interface to a variety of chips that can serve as powerful adjuncts to a PIC. It can also serve as the means for connecting a master PIC to one or more slave PICs using only two wires for the connection.

The PIC parts discussed in this book provide a full implementation of the slave function but only minor hardware support of the master function required for the access of the peripheral chips to be discussed in this chapter. Nevertheless, the value of the I²C bus will be seen through its connection to three small (eight-pin), low-cost parts:

- A dual 8-bit digital-to-analog converter
- A 9-bit temperature sensor
- A 128-byte serial EEPROM

To write data to one of these parts, the PIC will bit-bang the two I²C pins on PORTC, transferring out

- A peripheral chip address and a read/write bit designating that the peripheral chip is to read successive bytes
- A peripheral internal register or address byte
- Data to write into one or more consecutive internal addresses

To read data from one of these parts, the PIC

- Sends out a peripheral chip address and a read/write bit designating that the peripheral chip is to send one or more successive bytes beginning at a previously selected internal register or address
- Reads back one or more bytes of data

9.2 I²C BUS OPERATION
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